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Public opinion on hunting with dogs

MORI has conducted a number of studies over the last five years on
behalf of Campaigning to Protect Hunted Animals (CPHA). These have
covered general public studies, polls of country dwellers, those living 
in hunt areas and in key constituencies, horse riders and anglers. 
MORI has also conducted related work on behalf of the media and 
for the 2000 Burns Inquiry.

Since 1997 – when Michael Foster’s private member’s bill received record support in its Commons 

second reading vote – these polls have shown repeatedly that a majority of the British public wish

to see hunting with dogs banned. In November 2003 MORI polling found that 82% of the public

believe deer hunting should not be legal; 69% think fox hunting should not be legal; and 77% think

hare hunting and coursing should not be legal. This gives an average of 76% of the public wanting

hunting with dogs not to be legal. 

Support for a ban is based primarily on the belief that hunting is cruel (not only to the hunted 

animals, but to those used in the pursuit). John Leaman of MORI comments: “Five years ago, seven 

in 10 members of the British public (and about the same proportion of MPs) supported Michael Foster’s 

private member’s bill which sought to ban hunting. Today, after all the debates, publicity and rhetoric,

we still find that around seven in 10 people take a dim view of hunting.”

He continues: “Far more people in Britain support a ban on hunting than oppose it. Furthermore, those

who support a ban on hunting usually do so strongly. In fact, this group alone has accounted for half 

the entire sample in some of our polls. Those who oppose a ban are also usually strongly of this view.”

Typically, public opinion in regard to a hunting ban runs at between 2:1 and 3:1 in favour.

For example:

■ In December 2002 a MORI poll found that 80% of the British public thinks that hunting wild mammals 

with dogs is cruel.   

■ In September 2002 MORI found that most people in Great Britain (74%) do not associate hunting with dogs 

as being “humane”, and a similar number (72%) believe if people want to hunt they should go drag hunting, 

where an artificial scent is followed instead of a live quarry.

Town vs country
In 2000 a MORI poll on attitudes towards fox hunting among countryside dwellers showed that in 

the countryside, there was a majority in favour of a ban of almost two to one (52% for, 28% against). 

Those in favour of a ban are more likely to hold this view strongly – in the middle of the countryside,

two in five people (41%) strongly support a ban and less than one in five (15%) strongly oppose it.

In the middle of the countryside, almost half of those questioned (45%) are aware that hunting with 

hounds takes place in their local area, but nine in 10 (89%) disagree with the statement “Hunting

with dogs is an important part of my social life”. In fact, just one in 20 (four per cent) agree that

hunting with dogs is an important part of their social life.

On the point of economy, three in five (61%) disagree that “hunting with dogs is an important part 

of the rural economy”. Even on the issue of pest control, the arguments appear not to have won

acceptance from the majority of rural dwellers, with two thirds (64%) disagreeing that “hunting

with dogs is necessary to control animal numbers, such as foxes”.
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In fact, a majority (56%) believe hunting is cruel to the hunted animals, and more than a quarter (28%)

believe it is cruel to the horses and hounds used by the hunts themselves.

MORI concludes that the hunting issue does not fundamentally divide town and country. Many of 

its polls have indicated that over half of all rural dwellers support a ban (though opposition to a ban

is somewhat higher in rural areas than in Britain as a whole). 

Voting intentions
Support for a ban on hunting is consistently stronger among (intending) Labour than Conservative 

supporters. However, even among the latter group it is widespread – with similar proportions 

supporting and opposing a ban. This remains true even in rural areas. Among Labour voters 

nationally support vs opposition for a ban is well over 3:1.

Even among Conservative voters, twice as many ascribe negative descriptions to hunting as positive 

(70% vs 34%). Among Labour voters the respective figures are 88% vs 16%. 

Countryside Alliance “59% poll”
The Countryside Alliance claims that “59% want to keep hunting”. The poll on which this claim is 

based has been heavily criticised by independent market research experts* who said that in their view

the results are “presumably best discounted as measures of public opinion” on a ban. 

The 59% figure is made up of two separate groups: 41%, the larger group, represents those people 

who said “allowing hunting to continue under regulation would strike a balance between civil liberties 

and animal welfare”, and a smaller group, 18% of the total population sample, who said “hunting

should be allowed to continue because it is essentially a matter of civil liberties”.  

The independent market research experts said that the term “under regulation” could be interpreted 

by some people as a near complete ban but by others as no ban at all. They noted that “given this

potential confusion, responses to this question should neither be counted as supporting hunting nor

being against it”. It could be argued that the desire to "keep hunting" is only truly represented by 

this smaller group. 

The independent experts review of all the scientific polls* over the last two years showed that 

“when the choice is simply ban or no ban then the majority support or would accept a ban” for

example, (NOP March 2002: 67% agree with a ban of fox hunting).

* The experts are: Martin Evans: Senior Teaching Tutor, University of Cardiff and author of Applied Marketing Research, 

Dr John Pallister: Head of Strategy & Marketing Section, University of Cardiff. Specialist in opinion surveys, Dr Alan Tapp: 

Senior Lecturer, Bristol Business School, UWE. Specialist in research methodology. 


